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But when I am installing it says "No OS is installed" I have tried a few of the above answers but none of them have worked, even tried downloading the drivers again. The drivers are fine they worked on my old computer but not on this one. A: After a lot of hard work, I have finally gotten this working. I had to 1. reinstall XP - that was easier to do than I thought, and I needed to get rid of malware
that was causing all the driver problems 2. reinstall the printer - which was easier to do than I thought too 3. reinstall the drivers - which were all over the place All that was done and I have the printer working. Q: Returning the maximum value from a Series I have a df with two columns, month and calls | month | calls ---------- | 1 | 500 | 2 | 200 | 3 | 300 | 4 | 500 | 5 | 700 So far, I have this code to return
the maximum values for each month: count = df['month'].map(df.set_index('month').calls.max()) count Which returns 0 500 1 200 2 300 Now, what I want to do is to return the max value for each month as an index value. So, for example, the output should be the following. 0 500 1 200 2 300 3 70 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 0 What's the best way to achieve this? Create list with sorted DataFrame, convert
to index by Series.reset_index and last select DataFrame.rename_axis: s = df.set_index('month')['calls'].sort_values( f3e1b3768c
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